 (Ax,u'(z) 
)v'(z)+f(Azu(x))v(x)]dx, Vv E
where J := (b,c) C R is a bounded interval, a,f : A x J x R -R are sufficiently smooth functions, and < -,. > is the duality pair of H-I(J) and HI(J). Since F is a second order differential operator in divergence form, finite element solutions of (1.2) are defined in a natural way.
In [TB1], the above problem was concerned, and a priori error estimates of finite element solutions were established. In this papar we try to develop a postriori error estimates of the finite element solutions of (1.2) and (1.3) using a priori estimates obtained in [TB1] .
The basic idea. is as follows. Suppose that we want to solve the nonlinear equation Then, we consider the linearized equation
(1.6)
< DK(xh)V/,v >--< K(xh),v > Vv E H'(J),
where DK(zh) is the Fr6chet derivative at xh which is assumed to be an isomorphism between
HOI(J) and H-I(J).
Let z E H'(J) be the exact solution of (1.4). In Section 3 we will see that the magnitude Ilikl represents the error i1X -4hl1, that is,
Of course, the exact solution P E Ht(J) of (1.6) should be approximated by a certain way in general. We will consider a finite element solution Ih of (1.6). We observe, however, that the finite element solution ?Ph of (1.6) over Sh defined by
< DK(zh)•iPh,vh >= -< K(zh), vh >,
Vvh E Sh is a zero function because of (1.5). Therefore, estimating the magnitude I1111 is equivalent to estimating 1 -0hl: the error of the finite element solution *h.
Hence, if we have certain methodology for a posteriori error estimates for the linearized equation (1.6), we have a posteriori error estimates for the original nonlinear equation (1.4). In a short sentence, the principle obtained here is that "If we have a posteriori estimates of linear equations,
we have a posteriori estimates of nonlinear equations."
Let (A,u) be the exact solution of (1.2) and (Ah,Uh) be the finite element solution corresponding to (A, u) . Usually, it is observed that the error IA -Ah, is much smaller than the error 11U -uhli. In Section 4 we obtain elaborate error estimates of JA -Ahl which verify the above observation.
In Section 5 practical aspects of our a posteriori estimates and some numerical examples are given. In the computation of our numerical examples the continuation program package PITCON (see [RI) developed by Rheinboldt and his colleagues is used.
This paper is a revision of a part of one of the authors Ph.D. dissertation [T] .
Assumptions and A Priori Estimates.
In this section we sumerize the results obtained in [TB1] . Throughout this paper, we use same notation as in [TBI] .
Here, we deal with the nonlinear operator F : A x W0' -W-",' by, for A E A and 0 (2.1) < F(A, u), v >:= I[a (A, z, u'(x) )v'(x) + f(A, x, u(z))v(x)ldx, Vv E W01", where < .,. > is the duality pairing between W-1 ', and W' 1 . Then, our problem is Problem 2.1. Solve the following equation: Find A E A and u E W1 0 0 such that < F(A, u), v >= 0, Vv E W"l. 0
For F being well-defined and smooth we require several conditions to a and f. Let ar = (al,a2) be usual multiple index with respect to A and y. That is, for a = (a 1, a 2 ), D'a(A,z,y) means I I a(A, z, y).
Let d> 1 be an integer. For a, cai :_ d, we define the maps Wa(u) and Fa(u) for u E W"' ,x,u(x) ).
We then assume that Assumption 2.2. For all a, jaI < d, we suppose that D'a(A,x,y) and Daf(A,z,y) exist at all (A,y) E A x R. and they are Carath6odory continuous.
(2) The mapping A' defined by (2.2) is a continuous operator from W01" to L', and the image ( F, S) ).
is a one-dimensional Cd-manifold without boundary. Moreover, for each (A, u) E .". the tangent
Therefore, if 0 E F(JZ(FS)), the solutions of Problem 2.1 form a one-dimensional Cdmanifold without boundary in Z(F,,S). 0
In the sequel of this paper we always assume that 0 E F (R.(F,S) ), that is, ."o 0 0.
For the regularigy of (A, u) E M 0 , we need additional assumptions. Let p', 2 < p" < C be taken and fixed.
Assumption 2.6. Under Assumption 2.2 with d > 1, we assume that
(1) For all A E A, the functions a(A,., .), a)(A,., .) : J x R --R are continuous.
(2) For all (A,y) E A x R, there exist a. (Az,y) for almost all x E J and are Carath6odory continuous.
Moreover, for any bounded subsets K C A x W01, satisfies the inverse assumption [C,p140] . 0
In the sequel, we denote by Ih : W01J -%, the interpolant projection. (1) DxF(A,u) $ 0 for any (A,u) E ý4o.
(2) There exist zo E J such that DG(A, u) defined by, for given "Y E R, In this section we consider a posteriori error estimates. Before going into our problem. we observe an error estimate in a general Banach space setting.
Let X and Y be Banach spaces and V C X open. We consider a generic C 2 mapping
is an isomorphism at each x E V, and D 2 -h'(z) is bounded on bounded subsets in V.
Suppose that we are considering the equation
Let tex E V be an exact solution, i.e. K(tEX) = 0, and tAp E V an approximate solution, i.e. 
is bounded on bounded subsets, there is a constant M such that liz -ilix < MiIzIl , and we obtain (3.6)
By the argument in [TB1,Section 4], we know that, at each (A, u) E M 0 , we have either
Now, let us suppose that we are in Case 1. To apply (3.6) we set up the following 1,o
K(u) = F(A, u) for given and fixed A E A.
From (3.6), we have
where (A, u) E MO, (A, uh) E Mh and U is the exact solution of the linearized equation (1)).
0
We next consider an a posteriori error estimate in Hd0-norm. From (3.5). we have
is an isomorphism, and
where ac(z)
j= (1 -s) 2 a, 11 (A, x, uh + sz')ds and 01(z) := ( -s) 2 fvy(A, X, uh + sz)ds.
Hence, we get
and 
We consider the following problem. Since DG(A, u) is an isomorphism, we can apply (3.6) to Problem 3.3 and
It follows from Theorem 2.13 that lim F(Ah, uh) = 0 and lim(IIUIIwi, + 101) = 0. We set h--0h
By (3.6), we have (1)).
We can get an a posteriori error estimate in Hd-norm. Rewriting (3.4) in the above setting, we have
where t := A -A, Z := u -Uh, and
we easily obtain (3.11) 
C]
Now, to get another a posteriori estimate, we consider the following auxiliary equation: find
where th(X) := av(Ah, x,u h(x)), 3h(x):= fy(Ah, x, uh(x)), and
Since (3.12) is equivalent to DG(Ah, Uh)(0, W,7) = (0, -Fh-i7KhO) we see that, for sufficiently small h > 0, (3.12) has a unique solution W,, for 77 E R which is sufficiently close to 0 (see the proof of Lemma 4.3).
Note that, even if u'(x) is not continuous,
is continuous on J -{xo}. Then, we define the 'jump' J(i 7 ) at x = xO by (3.13) J(n) := lim D,7(x) -lim §, 7 (x).
X-xOx-XO+
From (3.8) and (3.12), we clearly have J(O) = 0. Let U := W 0 . Then, we claim that Lemma 3.6. We have
Proof. Integrating (3.12) by part, we have (3.14)
for any v E H1. Taking '0 E 5h with V 5 (zo) = 1 and fixing it, we obtain (3.15)
Let z E H1 be the function which satisfies z(xo) = 0 and 
Now, letting wh be the finite element solution of z, we get
where C 1 is a constant independent of h.
Since (3.12) is a linear equation with respect to W,,, the implicit mapping 7 U W7 defined by (3.12) is C' and therefore there exists the derivative of W,, with respect to 77. We denote it by 8,7W,7. We see that &,,W,, E H I, and it satisfies 19) . 8W,()=0 o9nwn(Xo) = 0, We remark that J'( 77 ) $ 0. If JY(7) = 0, we would have
Since DG(Ah, uh) is an isomorphism, we obtain the contradiction (1, 1,'W, 7 ) = (0,0).
1.3
Therefore, we obtain - 
where U E tId is the exact solution of the following equation: We must, however, notice that the right-hand sides of those linearized equations (3.7).
(3.8), and (3.22) are the terms F(A, uh) and F (Ah,,uh (see [BR] ). 
By Theorem 2.13, it is guaranteed that, for sufficiently small h > 0, there exists a locally 
where -y := uo(xo). Recall that DG(Ao, uo) E C(R x W0'00, R x W-1,') is an isomorphism. Thus, the mapping
. is an isomorphism of {0} x Wo'" into its image. From (2.7). we have
By (4.5) and (4.6), we conclude that DG(Ao,uo) is an isomorphism, and this completes the proof. 03
For w(A) defined by (4.4), we define the 'jump' J(A) of w(A) at z = xo by
J(A):= lim a(A,x,w(A)'(x))-lim a(A,x,w(A)'(X)).
.. zo-•-XO + From (4.4), we have (4.7) for any ?P E W01-with V44zo) = 1.
< F(A, w(A)), v >= La(ý, x, w(A)')v' + f (A, x, w(A))v~dx = V(Xo
We take 4' E %, with VP(:ro) = I and fix it. Since (Ah, uh) E Mh, we have From (4.8) and (4.9) we get (4.10)
where (4.11) I 2~z y=~~(Ah,X, U',(X)), 61i(X) ='f(AXUh), (4110c 2 (X)
.a,,, ( A, zU,t4(X) + Ei~fi'(X) -u, (X))), 0 < C, < 1, Note that fi(xo) = uh(xo) = -y. Hence, ii -Uh = 0 at x = zo 2 . Thus, we obtain (4.13)
On the other hand, for any w E Sh with w(xO) = 0, we have
fi[a(Ah, XU'h(X))W' + f (Ah, x, u,,())w]dx 0.
Therefore, we obtain
From (4.10), (4.13) and (4.14), it follows that (4.15)~ JJA)I:
Now, let zh E %h be the finite element solution of z and plug it into (4.15). Then, we obtain the following higher order error estimate of IJ(Ah)l: (4.16) fJ ( 
.17) v(zo)J'(A) =< DAxF(A, w(A))+ DF(A, w())(,w(A)),v >, Vv E W'-.

where &•w(A) E W'1" is the derivative of w(A) with respect to A.
RecaUll 
for sufficiently small h > 0.
We would like to replace the term IJ'(Ah + -(A -Ah))1-1 by some computable one. We first note that
Hence, we just have to approximate JY(Ah) instead of J'(Ah + ý(A -Ah)).
Again, take 7P E 5 h with bk(zo) = 1 and fix it. From (4.17), we have
With (4.19) We introduce the following auxiliary equation: Find q E R and z E H1 such that (4.26{ fj[oro(x)z'v'+ #o(x) zv~dx = 77 < 6.,,,v >, Vv E Ho, (4.26) < DxF z>= 1, where 6,, is Dirac's delta at xo, and ao, 30 are defined by (4.11) . For the existence of the solution of (4.26), we show the following lemma. Now, let us set v := U -Uh in (4.26). Since < 6,, u -uh >= 0, we obtain (4.27) Since we have a posteriori error estimates for lIu -UhIIHI and liz -Zhll4H., and all terms in (4.24) and (4.29) are computable, those estimates are a posteriori error estimates as well. The detail of practical computation is given in Section 11. 0 5. Numerical Examples.
In Section 5 we present several numerical examples and discuss some points for implementation of the a posteriori error estimates presented in this paper. Our first example is the following simple one:
Example 5.1.
The exact solution of (5.1) is u(x) = sin(rx) around A = ir 2 . A -r! Let A15 be the uniform mesh of J = (0,1) with 15 elements. Let 5 h C H1 be the finite element space of piecewise quadratic functions over A15. We use PITCON to compute the finite 0 element solutions (.,Nh, Uh) E R x Sh of (5.1). Table 5 .1 shows a part of the output of PITCON.
As Ah is getting close to 7r2, u is getting bigger and the 'slope' is getting steeper. In Table 5 .1 the term JA -AhI stands for the error between the exact and computed A. Hence, JA -AhI = 0 means that A is the continuation parameter at that step. We see that while A < 7.13828, A is the continuation parameter. When A becomes greater than that point, uh(XO), zo 7h or o :8h (h = 1/15) is taken as the continuation parameter. 1.00926D-2 3.17268D-2 9.68198 2.51532D-5 1.93655D-2 6.08957D-2 9.75356 2.53434D-5 3.1.2921D-2 9.83730D-2
In Table 5 .1 'H0i-error' stands for Ilu--uhIIlH if A is the continuation parameter, and IA-Ah+ IIU -UhIIH/ if A is not the continuation parameter. Also, 'WO,' -error' stands for Ilu -uhlv ,.
if A is the continuation parameter, and IA -Ahd + 11u -uhWIl OO if A is not the continuation parameter. Now, we discuss how we estimate those errors. If A is the continuation parameter, we surely can use a usual method to estimate Ilu -UhIHl . We however use the method presented in this paper to estimate IJU -UhiIHi here to show how we implement our a posteriori error estimates.
Let Uh E Sh be the piecewise quadratic finite element solution of (5.1) over A15. We then introduce another finite element space Sh E H0l of piecewise polynomials of degree 4 over A-15 .
We compute the finite element solution uh E Sh of the following equation:
Then, by Note that, as stated in Remark 3.8, we do not need to solve the full system of (5.2). Instead of that we just solve tiny equations defined on each element because we can assume that the values of the finite element solutions of (5.2) at the nodal points are zero (see [BR] ).
As mentioned before, if A is not the continuation parameter, x0 = 7h or z 0 = 8h (h = 1/15) was taken by PITCON so that Uh(XO) is the continuation parameter at that step. In that case, we use the methods presented by Theorem 3.4, 3.5, and 3.7. We first approximate the exact
with Ul(zo) = 0 (see (3.8)). We also approximate the exact solution U 2 E HI of the equation
with U 2 (zo) = 0 for any v E H' with v(xo) = 0 (see (3.22)).
Let (0h, Ulh) E R x 3h and U2h E Sh be the finite element solutions of (5.3) and (5.4), respectively. By Theorem 3. 4, 3.5, 3.7, and Remark 3.8 , we have the following estimates:
Again, to solve (5.3) and (5.4), we take the element-by-element approach, that is, instead of computing full systems, we solve tiny equations on each element. Note that in the computation of (5.3), the value Oh is determined at first by solving an equation defined by (5.3) on the two elements which contain z 0 as a nodal points. Then the rest of Ulh is computed using the obtained Oh.
In Table 5 .2, we summarize the results of computation. In Table 5 .2, '\h', 'Hl-error' and (1)).
On the second method of the a posteriori error estimates of IA-AhI, we consider the following auxiliary equation (see (4.26) ):
(5.9) jtuhzdx = 1, and
Let (7h, Zh) E R x Sh be the finite element solution of (5.9). To estimate the error 1iz -ZhlgH°w e consider the finite element solution (0h, 4h) E R x Sh of the following equation: (j Uhihdx = 0 weJ and
S+
Ah J h)dx -T h(XO) = 77hh(XO) + I (Zhf h
AhZh-h)dx, V~h E Sh
Then, we have the estimate 1iz -ZhIIHI < (Ohl + IIzhll. ) I -t-o(l)). By Theorem 4.6, we have the error estimate (5.10) IA -Ahl < I11 -UhIlHI 1Iz -ZhllHI (1 + o(1)).
In Table 5 .3 we summarize the results of computation. ( 2 ) 7.83691 2.02465D-5 2.09092D-5 2.09092D-5 8.85394 2.29519D-5 2.36144D-5 2.36145D-5 9.38086 2.43528D-5 2.50152D-5 2.50153D-5 9.50916 2.46938D-5 2.53562D-5 2.53563D-5 9.68198 2.51532D-5 2.58155D-5 2.58156D-5 9.75356 2.53434D-5 2.60058D-5 2.60058D-5
In Table 5 .3, Ah and IA -hAd are same to those in Table 5 Again, we use the uniform mesh A,5 and the piecewise quadratic finite element space Sh.
In Table 5 .4 we show a part of output of PITCON for the equation (5.11). In Table 5 .4, the meaning of the each column is exactly same to that of with Ulh(XO) = 0 (see (3.8)), and
with U2h(xo) = 0 (see (3.22)). Then, by Theorem 3.4, 3.5, 3.7, and Remark 3.8, we have the estimates (5.5) and (5.6). 1.27568D-3 1.27705D-3 1.27309D-3 3.55051D-3 3.55423D-3 3.55014D-3 -3.51384 2.80848D-3 2.81408D-3 2.80173D-3 7.86645D-3 7.87953D-3 7.86662D-3 -3.16924 5.66465D-3 5.68141D-3 5.65102D-3 1.69629D-2 1.70139D-2 1.69809D-2 -2.79878 7.69351D-3 7.71847D-3 7.67615D-3 2.41313D-2 2.42075D-2 2.41704D-2 -2.40918 9.92705D-3 9.92680D-3 3.22005D-2 3.22601D-2 -2.01181
1.26025D-2 1.26020D-2 4.28233D-2 4.29783D-2 -1.65256
1.56130D-2 1.56603D-2 1.55881D-2 5.56118D-2 5.59372D-2 5.58390D-2 -0.81887 2.73707D-2 2.74236D-2 2.73431D-2 1.07902D-1 I 1.08632D-1 1.08644D-1 -0.35494 4.41004D-2 4.41342D-2 4.40703D-2 1.82042D-1 I 1.85414D-1 1.85044D-1
In Table 5 .5, we summarize the results of computation. The meaning of the each column in Table 5 .5 is same to that of Let (h, 4) E R x Sh be the finite solution of the following: /i e 'Ahdz = 0 and
Then, we have the estimate iz -zhllH __ (l~i + lJhllHd )(1 + o(1)).
By Theorem 4.6, we obtain the estimate (5.10). -0.31518 9.05067D-10 9.07245D-10 9.07245D-10 -2.65152
1.03592D-6 1.03587D-6 1.03587D-6 -3.20484 2.62501D-6 2.62472D-6 2.62472D-6 -3.51384
6.80290D-6 6.80112D-6 6.80114D-6 -3.16924
1.36428D-5 1.36350D-5 1.36351 D-5 -2.79878
1.72583D-5 1.72446D-5 1.72447D-5 -1.65256 2.38990D-5 2.38564D-5 2.38567D-5 -0.81887 2.38261D-5 2.37475D-5 2.37480D-5 -0.35494 1.92353D-5
1.91313D-5 1.91315D-5
In Table 5 .6 we summarize the results of computation. In Table 5 .6, the meaning of the each column is same to that of Table 5 .3.
The last example is the following one which is strongly nonlinear (see [R,pl7] ): The exact solution of (5.12) is not known. According to the output of PITCON, as is shown in [R] , the solution branch of (5.12) is 'S-shaped' and has two turning points.
Again, we use the uniform mesh A15 and the piecewise quadratic finite element space.
We explain how the errors are estimated. As before, if A is the continuation parameter, we consider the following equation: In Table 5 .7, we summarize the results of computation. According to PITCON. turning points are at A = 3.24513871 and A = 0.99403398. The meaning of the each column in Table 5.7 is same as before.
